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Minutes of The Kenya ASAL Advocacy Group held on the 19th 

November 2014 at the DLCI offices, Hurlingham, Nairobi 
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Objective of the meeting 

• To review action points from last meeting in May 2014; 

• To share updates on advocacy activities and plans; 

• To introduce the group to Guyo Dabelo, PPG co-ordinator; 

• To discuss county level coordination and public participation structures in the ASALs.  

Introduction  

Suji thanked everyone for attending the meeting and welcomed them to review the agenda and 

suggest any changes.  

Presentations and discussions 

1. Veterinary Surgeons and veterinary para-professionals Act 2011, Omeno Suji, 

DLCI  

Suji presented on the proposed amendments to the Vet Bill (2011) and what needs to be done 

to move the amendments forward. He stated that he was invited by the PPG to do a 

presentation to the Parliamentary Committee on Agriculture, where he was able to highlight 

some of the clauses that the CSOs seek to be amended/deleted were. Some are listed below:  

• Section 4: It talks of the membership of the KVB, where no single person/expert from 

ASALs is included. Suggestion: Adding two people from ASAL counties to be appointed by 

the Council of Governors. This will mean that animal husbandry, animal disease control 

and animal welfare are devolved functions and the counties have a legitimate interest in 

the Board. 

• Section 17(1) b: It talks of qualification for registration as vet-para professionals to 

include a clause that someone certified by the Board as being eligible for registration as 

a veterinary para-professional by reason of experience and record of work. This is the 

only way many ASAL areas will be able to access vet services in the short and medium 

term. 

• Second Schedule: Part C – on the execution of services, there is a need to delete …as an 

employee of the Government; or (b) as an employee of a registered veterinary surgeon. 

Organizations providing veterinary services will then be required to have a qualified vet 

(who is registered by the Board) supervising any CBAHW under their employ. There is 

also need to fill the gaps for clinical services that DVOs do not currently provide and the 

private sector is not developed enough to provide in the ASALs.  

 

Some of the current opportunities for action include an invitation by the KVA for a roundtable 

discussion with CSOs on the proposed amendments. Suji proposed to the Kenya ASAL Advocacy 
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group members to accept the invitation and prepare a strategy meeting with the key players 

involved in animal health provision in the ASALs.  The PPG could also choose a champion to 

push the amendments on the Floor of Parliament – National Assembly and Senate. 

 

Discussions  

Dr Agoi (VSF-S) stated that it is important to understand the regulations that governs the bill, 

registration and licensing and reporting obligations. He said that for CBAHWs, registration and 

licensing are mandatory and there are specific fee on each of them. He also said that the KVB 

nominations are happening today, but the elections are in December; hence it would be useful 

to influence who chairs the Board. They must be people that are pro the amendment.  

 

Action point: Dr. Agoi (VSF-S), Thomas Musembi (SIDAI), Omeno Suji (DLCI) and Owilli Sam 

(Practical Action) to meet and strategize how to present the amendments to KVA (Dr. Yamo) 

and agree on way forward, and then feed back to the group.  

 

2. The Pastoralist Parliamentary Group update by Guyo Dabelo, PPG Co-

ordinator  

Guyo said that he began work in October 1st 2014, and the PPG are in the process of forming a 

functional Secretariat. He said the PPG is faced with serious capacity challenges due to lack of 

funding to support the Secretariat. They have secured some money from the Dfid and the EU, 

and are in the process of recruiting a gender advisor and a researcher, in line with their 

Strategic Plan 2014-2017. 

NDMA and DLCI have been supporting the PPG, and Guyo thanked them for that. PPG is one of 

the unofficial caucuses of the National Assembly, and is now planning to register (either as a 

trust or a foundation) so that it’s formally recognized and can access funding directly. 

PPG developed a strategic plan with 5 objectives covering ASAL women issues, conflict 

resolution, statutory and policies and benefits to dryland communities, positive recognition of 

pastoralism and building a unified PPG. On 4th and 5th December, the Pastoralist Leadership 

Forum is holding a conference in Maasai Mara to define better ways of dealing with conflict 

issues among others. This coincides with the Kenya Pastoralist Week which will be in Narok the 

same weekend, hence citizens can meet with their leaders and raise their concerns. There are 

many issues affecting the drylands that need follow on, such as conflict and land issues which 

the PPG would need support from the CSOs to advocate.  

Action point: Guyo asked everyone in the group to share any issues of concern that they would 

like to feed into the group.  
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3. CELEP meeting updates, community land bill and Maasai Land grab update 

by RECONCILE 

3.1 CELEP annual meeting in September, Aachen Germany 

RECONCILE is the focal point for CELEP in East Africa and Ken said he provided  an update on 

advocacy activities in east Africa  at the CELEP meeting in September in Aachen Germany.  He 

said that RECONCILE and Pax Christi are working on a paper looking at conflict and the country 

programing papers. It was recommended that they incorporate the recommendations from the 

PPG/DLCI paper. 

There were proposals to CELEP to do other policy briefs on extractives by Cordaid, education by 

Saverio, climate change by Practical Action and IIED. It was also agreed that regional policies on 

pastoralism to be prioritized in terms of advocacy. 

The issue of monitoring of EU programs in the region and getting Brussels to raise issues was 

also discussed.  Vanessa mentioned that DEVCO regional programs were uncoordinated partly 

because they didn’t have a regional focal point.  There was also a disconnect between ECHO 

Kenya and ECHO DEVCO.  Vanessa agreed to put together a brief on key areas of concern and 

messages for CELEP to raise if members would share their issues. 

Action point 1: Ken to share the minutes from the CELEP meeting once they are disseminated.  

Action point 2: DLCI to send the peace and conflict brief they did to in soft copy so that Ken can 

follow up on its incorporation in the CELEP brief 

Action point 3: KAAG members to share their concerns about EU’s pastoral programs in the 

region for Vanessa to compile. 

 

3.2 Community Land Bill 

RECONCILE did a review of the February 2014 version of the Bill. A CSO Working Group was also 

set up in September 3rd and a Community Land Law campaign was to be launched on 20th 

November but has been postponed. Another regional Working Group composed of ULA, 

RECONCILE, PDNK to advocate collectively at the EAC level. RECONCILE is also doing a briefing 

paper on “Why finalize Community Land Law”, as well as a 10-point note “the importance of 

Community Land Law”. RECONCILE is also meeting the PPG on the same to seek audience with 

parliamentarians.  

Action point: RECONCILE to share the latest version of the Community Land Bill when they get it 

and their analysis and plans for dissemination of information. 
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3.3. Maasai land grab 

Ken stated that Maasai land is the only existing southern rangeland and needs to be protected 

to benefit the pastoralists.  The court ruling regarding the sale of the Shompole and Karimarian 

Group ranch in Kajiado was blow to the Maasai community, but various steps have been taken 

to stop the sale. An appeal was filed and granted by the court and the case will be herd on 8th 

December. RECONCILE got the support of Kituo cha Sheria and Prof. Tom Ojienda, and are 

working on how to back up the case. RECONCILE is also planning to hold international forum at 

the rangeland to sensitize people the importance of the rangelands.  

 

4. DLCI’s Voice strategy, and other activities by Vanessa Tilstone, DLCI 

Vanessa mentioned that DLCI developed a citizen voice strategy, but was yet to be finalized and 

funded. A brief of the strategy has been published in the upcoming journal. In the past 

REGLAP/DLCI information has been targeted at the INGO and national level audiences, although 

it has started to provide information at the county/community level to influence policy and 

practice. The voice strategy recommends that DLCI should also explore disseminating 

information on policy and practice to citizens.  

DLCI also held a workshop evidence around water and irrigation development in the ASALs in 

Turkana County in September in collaboration with the Turkana Ministry of Agriculture.  

On education DLCI plans to develop an integrated education vision/framework for education 

for all in the ASALs looking at both content and delivery mechanisms. The plan would inform 

NACONEK, and form a basis for advocacy to County governments to push appropriate 

education delivery in all ASAL counties.  

Under USAID funded RLP programme, DLCI is developing an inventory on innovations and new 

technologies for the ASALs.  Vanessa asked participants to share any innovations that they think 

would be worth including in the inventory especially where impact assessments have been 

carried out. RLP will also focus on pastoralism and policy training, gender and resilience, milk 

matters and social protection. She asked anyone with the draft irrigation policy developed by 

the Ministry of Irrigation to share.  

Action point: KAAG members to share an innovations or new technologies they have piloted in 

the ASALs together with any impact assessments for inclusion in the inventory. 

 

5. PDNK advocacy activities update, Monica Yator, PDNK 

Monica Yator stated that CEMIRIDE (lead) and PDNK are organizing this year’s Kenya 

Pastoralist’s Week in Narok Teachers Training College on 5th -7th December. They anticipate 
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participants from all pastoralist counties as they have engaged various county governments 

from the ASALs to support some participants from their respective counties. The conference 

will bring together individual pastoralists, pastoralists’ organisations, county and national 

government officials, media, private sectors and CSO, with the aim of highlighting the 

challenges and opportunities for pastoralists’ participation in the devolved governance. There 

will also be a gala night celebration on the 7th to promote pastoralist culture through dances, 

cuisines, fashion shows etc. The event will aim at influencing attitudinal change in favor of 

pastoralist culture and to promote appreciation of diversity in Kenya. The other focus will be on 

issues affecting pastoralist women.  

PDNK is also involved in following up on Endorois land case and is closely monitoring the 

ongoing Maasai land case. On the LAPSSET flagship projects, PDNK organized community 

meetings with Vision 2030 Secretariat in Isiolo and Turkana to get input from the communities.  

Action point 1: PDNK to find all the relevant information/logistics from CEMIRIDE and share 

with the group. It was also agreed that the organisers should ensure that the right people are 

brought to the KPW by the County governments. 

Action point 2: PDNK to find out from Tiampati progress with regards to the progress on EAC 

livestock bill. 
 

6. ECHO La Nina Consortium, Practical Action, POWER updates 

ECHO La Nina Consortium has identified key advocacy issues that their CMDRR groups want to 

raise and is helping them develop action plans. The consultant they have used will present the 

findings and Ogle will share with the team the report.  

Action point: Ogle to share report with the group 

Sam Owilli stated that Practical Action is discussing with the county government on grazing and 

land agreements gazettement through county legislation. They are also working on agro-

ecology by looking at rural agricultural technologies; and camel milk value chains in Mandera in 

partnership with the county government.   

Sam Oleku introduced POWER, a local organisations working with 72 women groups in Kajiado 

to do rain water harvesting. They have supported 400 water tanks for the women groups and in 

schools where they are also implementing WASH activities.  

7. Overview of county level structures and promoting citizen engagement by 

Monica Naggaga, DLCI  
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Monica made a presentation on the current structures and laws to promote citizen 

engagement in county governance (see power point). 

8. Adaptation Consortium presentation by Jane Kiiru, Adaptation Consortium 

Jane played a video clip showing how communities in Isiolo are engaging in climate sensitive 

planning and promoting improved NRM. The Adaptation Consortium, under the leadership of 

the National Drought Management Authority (NDMA), with technical support by the UK Met 

Office, the Kenya Meteorological Service and the International Institute for Environment and 

Development, Christian Aid (in Kitui and Makueni) and Womankind (in Garissa), is 

implementing the £6.5 million project (2013-16) by DFID to support county governments in 

Kitui, Makueni, Wajir, Garissa and Isiolo to mainstream climate adaptation and set up 

mechanisms to access climate finance (from global, national and private sources) for adaptation 

investments prioritized by local communities. With financial assistance from IIED, the 

community members identify what really affects them and they prioritize their needs. She also 

outlined how the project works and how fund are monitored. 

 

Isiolo County have been piloting a devolved Climate Adaptation Fund since 2013 and is now in 

its second phase (see DLCI 2014 Journal). Representative ward and county adaptation planning 

committees, appointed following a public information campaign and public vetting selection 

process, are managing the Isiolo County Adaptation Fund to finance public good investments 

for improved resilience to climate change. After one year of operation, tangible benefits are 

already apparent as a result of improved water availability, pasture management and livestock 

health – all critical aspects of climate change adaptation in ASAL environments. A cost-benefit 

analyisis is being carried out by a consultant and it was agreed Jane would share with the 

group.  Jane also stated that in Isiolo, the Adaptation Consortium feeds into the County Steering 

Groups monthly to inform what is happening at county level. County Adaptation advisors are 

also seconded to the project.  The group agreed that it is useful to link land use planning with 

ongoing processes as well as developing means of promoting the county adaptation models in 

other counties. 

 

Action point: Jane to share with the group the cost-benefit analysis report.  

 

Experiences in other counties:  

• In Kitui and Makueni they are discussing with Budget committee on how to include 

climate funds into CIDP. 

• In Wajir County, the county government has appointed an advisor to pass the 

information to the county government. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CoNfs1hQu1U
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• They have done resource mapping in Wajir and Isiolo Counties using google earth. 

• Rangeland resource management: they have rehabilitated water pan in Merti district 

and construction of lab in Kinna. 

Dr Agoi commented that there is need to have inter-county adaptation plans so that counties 

can share their experiences. Vanessa also said that participatory resource mapping should be 

linked county land use planning to promote more integrated planning. 

9.  Social Accountability programme by Caroline Ruto, Transparency 

International  

Caroline presented the experiences of their Social Accountability Programme in Wajir, Turkana 

and West Pokot counties. She said that the programme began in July 2013, implemented 

through partnership with the following organisations: 

• Wajir Paralegal Network (WAPNET) 

• Turkana Women  and Development Organisations (TWADO)  

• SIKOM Peace Network (SIKOM), West Pokot. 

 

She outlined the methodology as beginning with community sensitization, selecting the social 

auditors, training, mapping projects, selecting projects to be audited, and auditing, 

documenting, and continuous briefing of the community.   

Success stories (see more from ppt. and article in upcoming DLCI journal) 

• 49 social accountability assessments was conducted in the following sectors ;roads, water, 

education, agriculture, land grabbing, trade and  food assistance.22 assessment was 

successfully completed,6 led to recovery asset in Wajir county,10 audited projects,6 led to 

completion and changes in the project. 

• Six led to recovery of assets (31 mattresses and 3 beds, 5 sacks of maize labelled WFP, 

Choro Island, and Ksh 114,000 per month monies generated by the use of Water pans in 

Harakhot khot, Lagboghol and Tarbaj.  

• Ten audited projects led to the community acquiring information. 

• Six led to completion and change in the implementation of projects e.g. completion of 

roads, bridges, boreholes, 1,235 Beneficiaries of OFDA 2 and Social auditors is now being 

involved in monitoring the distribution of relief food in Turkana County. 

She also highlighted some of the challenges experienced, including but not limited to: lack of 

coordination and cooperation from relevant officers; high illiteracy level; political interference; 

poor network coverage and vastness of the area. 
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She also mentioned opportunities that exist, including:  

• Presence of oversight anti-corruption office in the County 

• Willingness of the County government and community members to support social auditing 

process. 

• Positive cooperation and coordination from likeminded organizations to support social 

auditing.  

• Creation of ward offices will promote social accountability due to presences of ward 

administrators. 

 

Recommendations:  

• There is need to expand social accountability / auditing to every ward in the Counties. 

• There is need to increase lobby and advocacy skills among the relevant offices and among 

community members to appreciate social auditing. 

• There is need to involve community members in budget process and community projects 

from the design to its implementation. 

• There is need to establish anti-corruption offices in each district / sub county. 

• There is need for County governments to allocate some funds to support social 

accountability in order to improve service delivery. 

 

10.  Membership and Purpose of the Kenya Advocacy Group 

A discussion on what is the future of this group, which was formed in 2011 under REGLAP to 

advocate on ASAL issues. This advocacy group was formed with the aim of bringing together 

advocacy actors on ASAL issues to collectively discuss and present their issues as one voice. It 

was suggested that there is need to look at any other ASAL advocacy groups that exist to see 

how to link. The ASAL Alliance is a loose network of country directors of INGOs who have thus 

far focused on funding and co-ordination on government per diems. It was clarified that 

REGLAP has presented at one of their meetings in the past, however they did not do advocacy 

on critical ASAL issues or promote citizen voice. The ASAL Stakeholders Forum was established 

under the ASAL policy to promote co-ordination and community voice.  However as per its TOR 

it was more about co-ordination and included all NGOs, CSO and donors working in the ASALs 

and had suffered from a lack of funding and activity, although the Kenya ASAL Advocacy Group 

(KAAG) may have a role in strengthening and linking to it.  It was agreed that the KAAG should 

be an open for a for advocacy focused organizations to promote joint working and synergy.  It 

was also agreed that the title Kenya Advocacy group should be replaced with the KAAG and the 

group should continue to meet roughly every 3 months. It was agreed that the purpose is to 

raise the issues concerning drylands communities for policy level engagement with 

governments, donors and regional bodies. 
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11.  Wrap up by Omeno Suji, DLCI  

Omeno Suji thanked all the participants for taking time to attend as the diversity of the various 

agencies highly enriched the discussions. He also thanked the DLCI staff who worked towards 

the success of this meeting. He emphasized that the real interest is how to take the action 

points forward. A summary of the action points is below.  

Next meeting  

It was proposed that the next meeting be held at the end of February 2015 at a date to be 

proposed by the group.  The main agenda will be to discuss land issues especially the 

community land bill and land use planning. 

Summary of action points 

Issue   Action  Who  Timeline  

Vet Bill Dr. Agoi (VSF-S), Thomas Musembi 

(SIDAI), Omeno Suji (DLCI) and Sam 

Owili (Practical Action) to meet and 

strategize how to present the 

amendments to KVA (Dr. Yamo) and 

agree on way forward, and then 

feed back to the group. 

VSF-S, SIDAI, 

DLCI, PA 

Immediately  

Supporting the 

PPG 

Share any issues that they are 

working on that would go a long way 

in supporting and strengthening the 

PPG. The group to channel ASAL 

issues that require legislative 

attention through the PPG 

All  Immediately/ ongoing  

CELEP Share with group minutes from the 

CELEP meeting once they are 

shared. 

Ken/Reconcile As soon as possible 

CELEP Send the peace and conflict brief 

they did to Pax Christi and CELEP. 

DLCI  As soon as possible 
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DLCI water and 

irrigation work 

Share draft irrigation policy 

developed by the Ministry of 

Irrigation to share.  

Anyone  As soon as possible 

Kenya 

Pastoralists 

Week 

 Find all the relevant information/ 

logistics from CEMIRIDE and share 

with the group. It was also agreed 

that the organisers should ensure 

that the right people are brought to 

the KPW by the County 

governments. 

Monica/PDNK As soon as possible 

EAC Bill  Find from Tiampati, PDNK on 

progress with regards to the 

progress on EAC livestock bill. 

 

Monica As soon as possible 

ADAP 

consortium 

climate change 

adaptation 

programme 

Share with the group the cost-

benefit analysis report of the 

adaptation programme in Isiolo 

Jane/ADA 

consortium 

As soon as possible 

  

ANNEX 1: Meeting agenda 
 

Time Activity Responsible 

08.30 - 9.00 Arrival and Introduction Omeno Suji, DLCI 

09.00 - 9.35 Action Points from the previous meeting ’ ’ 

09.35- 9.45 Agenda and Objective of the meeting ’ ’ 

09.45 - 10.15 Brief Presentation and discussion on Vet surgeon ’ ’ 

10.15-10.45 Over view of county level structures for 
promoting citizen engagement 

Monica Naggaga, DLCI 

10.45 -11.30 Health break  

11.30 -11.45 What lessons from ADA consortium can inform 
broader county level structures 

Jane Kiiru, Climate Change 
Adaptation Consortium 
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11.45 -12.00 What lesson from TI can inform broader county 
level structure 

Caroline Ruto, Transparency 
International 

12.00 -1.00pm Other experience, discussion and way forward Facilitator 

1:00-2:00pm LUNCH BREAK ALL 

2:00-3:00pm Short updates on advocacy activities and possible 
collaboration: 
Suggested Topics: 

• CEMIRIDE:plans and progress 

• RECONCILE: CELEP update and land issues. 

• DLCI: Community voice strategy, irrigation 
and water 

• PPG-Progress  and key issues 

• Cordaid :Crocodile Dam advocacy and 
other initiative 

• PDNK-EAC progress 

• KLMC-livestock Bill 

 
 
 
CEMIRIDE 
RECONCILE 
Vanessa 
Guyo 
PDNK 

3:00-3:30pm Tea break ALL 

3:30pm Discussion on the purpose and membership of the 
group 

Facilitator 

4:30pm Recap of action points and AOB Facilitator 

5:00pm Close Omeno Suji 
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Annex 2: List of participants  

In attendance  

No. Organization/dpt.  Name  Email  Phone  

1.  Ada consortium Jane Kiiru jkiiru@adaconsortium.org 0721629251 

2.  DLCI Omeno Suji Osuji.dlci@gmail.com 0732778872 

3.  DLCI Vanessa Tilstone Vtilstone.dlci@gmail.com  0736851076 

4.  Oxfam GB Ogle Dubow Odubow@oxfam.org 0731222266 

5.  PPG Guyo Dabelo Guyo2ke@yahoo.com 0729215698 

6.  DLCI Halkano Boru hboru@dlci-hoa.org 0710550723 

7.  VSF SUISSE Dr.Kennedy Agoi agoi@vsfsuisse.org 0722504080 

8.  Transparency International Caroline Ruto cruto@tikenya.org 0723733011 

9.   RENCONCILE Ken Otieno kenotieno@reconcile-ea.org 0722902223 

10.  DLCI Dorina Prech dprech@dlci-hoa.org 0733923178 

11.  PDNK Monica Yator Monica_yator@yahoo.com 0722597332 

12.  RENCONCILE Shadrack Omondi shadrack@reconcile-ea.org 0721705830 

13.  Practical Action Sam Owilly Sam.owilly@practicalaction.o 0723817488 

mailto:jkiiru@adaconsortium.org
mailto:Osuji.dlci@gmail.com
mailto:Vtilstone.dlci@gmail.com
mailto:Odubow@oxfam.org
mailto:Guyo2ke@yahoo.com
mailto:hboru@dlci-hoa.org
mailto:agoi@vsfsuisse.org
mailto:cruto@tikenya.org
mailto:kenotieno@reconcile-ea.org
mailto:dprech@dlci-hoa.org
mailto:Monica_yator@yahoo.com
mailto:shadrack@reconcile-ea.org
mailto:Sam.owilly@practicalaction.or.ke
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14.  DLCI Monica Naggaga mnaggaga@dlci-hoa.org  

15.  POWER Sammy Oleku Pastoralists.power@gmail.co

m 

0722343134/0734343134 

16.  VSF-GERMANY Phelisha Achan achanagei@gmail.com 0704663863 

Absent with apologies  

1.  FAO Kenya Michael Gitonga Michael.Gitonga@fao.org  

2.  VSF-G Nicoletta Buono buono@vsfg.org  

3.  CEMIRIDE  Joseph Mbatha Josephmbatha1@gmail.com   

4.  Cordaid Zeituna Roba z.roba@cordaid.or.ke   

5.  IUCN Akshay Vishwanath Akshay.VISHWANATH@iucn.o

rg 
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